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Meet the disposable heroes... A rag-tag band of nobodies who - quite by accident - represent the kingdom's last hope.
With the royal army slain it is they who must venture across the land on a quest to bring back the head of the king's son so that
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the light might return. If they had a brain cell between them they might actually be dangerous. -The game will have a 2 player co-
op system.

(Play alone or let a friend join the game to fight side by side with you on your quest.)

ONCE UPON A TIME, IN A LAND FORGOTTEN BY MANY, LIVED A KING AND HIS WIFE, HAPPILY MARRIED
AND LOVED BY THEIR SUBJECTS.

ON ONE DAY THE NEWSBOY SHOUTED ‘LONG LIVE THE KING AND HIS SON! LONG LIVE THE KING AND HIS
SON!’

BUT THE DAY THE NEWBORN SAW THE LIGHT FOR THE FIRST TIME, SOMETHING TERRIBLE HAPPENED…
THE SUN, WHICH HAD SHONE SO BRIGHTLY, DISAPPEARED WHEN THE BOY WAS BORN. CITIZENS WERE

SHOCKED, THE KING AND HIS WIFE PARALYZED.

THE CHILD WAS SO HIDEOUS, SO UGLY AND DESPICABLE THAT NOT EVEN HIS OWN FATHER COULD BEAR
TO LOOK AT HIM!

THE TOWNSFOLK DEMANDED THAT THE KING WOULD SACRIFICE HIS SON TO MAKE THE SUN COME BACK
AND FILL THE LAND WITH HAPPINESS AGAIN…

TWO YEARS OF DARKNESS, HUNGER AND SICKNESS PASSED WHEN THE KING MADE A DECISION – HE
WOULD SACRIFICE HIS ONLY SON TO SAVE THE KINGDOM FROM THIS CURSE.

AFTER HEARING HIS FATHER’S THROUGH THE THIN WALLS OF THE CASTLE, THE CHILD ESCAPED
THROUGH A SECRET PASSAGE AND FLED INTO THE FOREST WHERE HE WOULD LIVE THE REST OF HIS

LIFE…

THE KING SENT HIS BEST MEN INTO THE DARK LANDS, BUT NONE OF HIS SOLDIERS RETURNED. THE EVIL
IN THE KINGDOM GREW STRONGER, AND WITHOUT THE LIGHT OF THE SUN THE LAND WOULD BE

DOOMED FOREVER.

SINCE THERE WERE NO SOLDIERS LEFT, THE KING GATHERED A GROUP OF FOUR STRONG VILLAGERS TO
KILL THE LAD AND BRING BACK HIS HEAD…

…UNFORTUNATELY THESE WERE THE ONLY FOUR LEFT…
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+ More than 140 levels
+ Lots of weapons (Swords/magic wands/Flying orbs)

+ Magical potions
+ 10 Achievements

+ Bags of gold
+ Random spawning of useless stuff

+ 4 different hero characters
+ More than 90 different enemies

+ Secret passages and hidden rooms
+ Magical flying goats
+ Save your progress
+ Animated cutscene

+ Heroic music
+ Random bonus levels

+ Co-op gameplay
+ Special guests Appearances like Robin Hood

+ Voice acting and narration
+ Wacky humor

+ Lots of traps like Poison arrows and cutting lasers
+ bosses that are too big to fit inside the screen

Player 1
 Movement : W/A/S/D

 Action Primary: C
 Action Secondary: V

 Use Objects: 1/2/3/4/5

Player 2
 Movement : Arrows
 Action Primary: N

 Action Secondary: M
Use Objects: 6/7/8/9/0

This game only supports XBOX 360 controllers

This game comes wit steam trading cards and achievements
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Title: Disposable Heroes
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Ben Aprigliano
Publisher:
Evilized productions
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows (xp/vista/7)

Processor: 2ghz core 2 duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Direct X9.0c Compatible Card

Storage: 420 MB available space

Sound Card: Standard audio

English
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Awesome game! I liked it a lot so far!. This game is unbearably broken. Just, just don't get it. I like the art style and it looks fun
but there is basically no explanation of controls. So you sit down and slide your entire hand down your keyboard to try and find the
right button to do the right thing, and then you have to click each button to narrow it down to the correct button. And this isn't game
breaking but you can literally pause the title screen. Wa- what?! I got into the game FINALLY and then my character just wasn't
moving at all. I tried every single button on my keyboard. Just don't get this game, it's not much money but don't waste your time.
And it doesn't seem to have full controller support. This is the first negative review I've written and I've got to admit, I kinda feel
bad but this is just outrageous.

And the developer has Disposable Heroes 2 on steam greenlight so hopefully the next game is much better and I can give it a positive
review.. Don't let the art work trick you into thinking this game isn't worth the money because I have had a blast with it. The
artwork grows on you and th gameplay is just ridiculous, but it is so enjoyable! Also, I would highly suggest playing with a friend
because the game can be quite hard :-)

Looking forward to playing the game some more, if you want some gameplay footage, I have started a Let's Play and added my
video to Steam. It's hard to search on YouTube because apparently Metallica has a song named Disposable Heroes...

Enjoy it!. Leuke spel! Vandaag bij DutchComicCon gekocht :D. Just couldn't get co-op working with Xbox 360 controllers. Only one
player could fire and the menus were hard to navigate. Controls are all round clunky. Graphics are deliberately childlike, which is
obviously part of its whole appeal, but it is very hard to get around the whole B-grade feel.. This game is addictive and has four
heroes. When you first start the game you can choose to either play as a wizard or a warrior. Mechanics are easy, and the levels
are fun! I liked the female narrator a lot, sexy voice!! U get to choose out of a lot of weapons,. Gameplay is a visual novel, great
laughs when u see the heroes running on horses.
. I got the chance to play this game early, and I must say, I was really impressed with it overall!
The game has an interesting art style, that might fool you into thinking this game isn't too hard, but you'd be surprised at how
quickly this game just picks up in difficulty! The game obviously has a few minor issues, since it's still in early access, but they were
very minor, and did not detract from the game substantially.

Here's a video of me playing the game, and giving my first impressions, should it interest you!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CbJrXGruIwo&feature=youtu.be. I play this game at the end of the day as a stress reliever,
and believe me some days I need it! It is silly but fun, tremendously addictive and, as someone that is not particularly good at this
sort of thing, incredibly frustrating. BUT it is fun. I am impressed by the amount of work that has gone into its development. The
horses make me laugh, the 'evil dudes' are truly evil and the heroes very, very disposable and you always have to be on the look out
for the odd things that appear and you have to question whether you have actually seen it or not... Give it a go!
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Alright babbys first negative review here I go.
I do like this game, I gave me a positive first impression. As I played through I started to forgive a few of the thingsthat annoyed
me during the start. Then as it progressed instead of giving me more things to like it gave me the same gameplay as earlier and
more things to be annoyed about. I know this is still in development and will be ready to change this review to positive after
some fixes.

Disposable Heroes is not ready to be a complete game yet but has potential.

Below is my first impresons video covering what the game is and the start with minimal spoilers if you would like to see. Under
that I have listed the pros and cons with minor spoilers (pros and cons will make more sense if you have played or seen the
video).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4nNmf2BacI

Pros:
- this game is fun
- it's funny
- the art style if you don't judge it it really cool
- the save point system makes up for cheap deaths and mistakes
- purchaseable "powerups" allow for easier clears if you choose
- decent variety of rooms and enemies
- decent variety of pickups
- weapons potions and random "spells" are very fun to use
- co-op has potential

Cons:
- no in game options/pause menu to turn down sound or rebind keys or check inventory
- UI lackng, I picked up a health potion but until I use it it is very hard to remember which it is
- sound is really loud at some points and not at others, cannot change volume in game
- hitboxes across everything are odd
- hitboxes off for all traps especially lasers, all spinning enemies, all spinning projectiles, everything in the minigames
- the controls are buggy, in single player sometimes you get wasd to move some times you get the arrow keys, if you plug in a
controller things go to hell
- co-op controls buggy as well, the only way we got it to work was for P1 to suffer wasd with c v and P2 using controller stick
and n m
- P1 and P2 are limited to only two character choices instead of four? Why? (and yes I wanted to play as the boobie girl solo)
- the auto progression through rooms feels well out of place, why is it there?
- ♥♥♥♥ing compulsary minigames, they are♥♥♥♥♥♥and out of place
- not sure if it was a bug but why is a whole level (Caves) hidden behind a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ minigame?

I would like to point out again that I do like this game and will change this review to positive after some fixes. Hope my review
was helpful.. ~ Enter the game and can't use keyboard on the menu;

~ Choose to use the control and it stops working for no reason;

~ Enter the stage and dies immediately;

~ Enters the stage and get it cleared immediately;

~ An unicorn appears from nowhere and kills everything;

~ Press ESC to go back and it pauses the game instead, on every screen;

~ Don't understand a sh!t about what is happening and uninstall the game.
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By the way, I found another game inside the game folder, called The Youthdrainers.
It's a +18 horror game on Steam. Not sure why it comes together with this game, but it's totally playable, and better
than Disposable Heroes itself.. pretty good game. What the hell did I just play?. This game is unbearably broken. Just,
just don't get it. I like the art style and it looks fun but there is basically no explanation of controls. So you sit down and
slide your entire hand down your keyboard to try and find the right button to do the right thing, and then you have to
click each button to narrow it down to the correct button. And this isn't game breaking but you can literally pause the
title screen. Wa- what?! I got into the game FINALLY and then my character just wasn't moving at all. I tried every
single button on my keyboard. Just don't get this game, it's not much money but don't waste your time. And it doesn't
seem to have full controller support. This is the first negative review I've written and I've got to admit, I kinda feel bad
but this is just outrageous.

And the developer has Disposable Heroes 2 on steam greenlight so hopefully the next game is much better and I can
give it a positive review.. I found this to be a nifty and fun little game! It is also very stable for a fresh release :). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UUD-VSQkOd0
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